Introduction
Parameterized complexity theory provides a framework for a fine-grain complexity analysis of algorithmic problems that are intractable in general. In recent years, ideas from parameterized complexity theory have found their way into various areas of computer science, such as artificial intelligence [15] , computational biology [1, 21] , and, last but not least, database theory [16, 19] .
This short paper is a gentle introduction to the theory, focusing on the results most relevant for database theory. Interested readers are referred to Downey and Fellow's monograph [6] to learn more about parameterized complexity theory.
The paper is organised as follows: In Section 2 we describe two simple fixed-parameter tractable algorithms in an informal way. Section 3 presents the formal framework of parameterized complexity theory. Section 4 is a brief survey of the parameterized complexity of database query evaluation. 
"... and John, we've got to do something about database theory. It's really getting out of hand. I mean, look at the latest SIGMOD Record: 'Parameterized Complexity for the Database Theorist'. What on Earth is that supposed to be?" --"You're absolutely right. It's ridiculous. Do they think they're FOCS or what?" --"So what shall we do." --"Well, I don't really know. But here's an idea: We can let our new guy worry about this." --"Excellent. I'll talk to him later."
And so poor Peter Parker, just transferred from the history division to the computer science division due to the latest budget cuts for the humanities, got his first assignment. If only he knew something about database theory. But isn't it always a good starting point to form a panel? Yes, a panel of ten leading database theorists which would then recommend the inevitable budget cuts in database theory. Sounds like the perfect solution ...
But now Peter has a new problem: How to form the panel? "Let's beat the database theorists with their own weapons", so he thinks. "We have this huge database of scientific publications. I'm sure I can find mypanel there." His first idea is that there might be ten people such that each paper in database theory has at least one author among these ten. Certainly any such ten people would form an excellent panel. OK, that may be a bit too optimistic. But maybe there are ten people such that every other database theorist has written at least one joint paper with one of the ten. That would be good enough. If it does not work out either, there will certainly be ten people such that no two of them have written a joint paper, t Having such people in the panel would at least guarantee a certain breadth. 
Database

SET COVER and related problems
SET COVER is the following problem:
/nput: Problem:
A set V, a family F of subsets of V, and a positive integer k. Find a subset X of V of size k such that each set in F contains an element of X. (Such an X is called a cover of the family F.).
We can model Peter Parker's first idea to form a panel by SET COVER as follows: We let V be the set of all database theory authors. The family F (of sets of authors) contains, for each database theory paper, the set of authors of this paper. Then we ask for a set X of ten authors such that each set in F contains a member of X.
DOMINATING SET is the following problem:
A Graph G = (V, E) and a positive integer k. Find a subset X of V of size k such that each vertex of G either is in X or has a neighbour in X. (Such an X is called a dominating set of G.).
To model Peter Parker's second idea to form a panel by DOMINATING SET, we form a graph whose vertices are all database theory authors with an edge between two authors if they have written a joint paper on database theory. Let us call this graph the collaboration graph (of database theory). A dominating set in the collaboration graph is a set of authors such that each author either belongs to the set or has written a joint paper with someone in the set.
Finally, INDEPENDENT SET is the following problem:
Input.. Problem:
A Graph G = (V, E) and a positive integer k. Find a subset X of V of size k such that no two elements of X are neighbours in G. (Such an X is called an independent set of G.).
To model Peter Parker's third idea to form a panel by INDEPENDENT SET, we note that an independent set in the collaboration graph is a set of authors such that no two of them have written a joint paper.
It is well-known that all three problems are NP-complete. So what worries our database theorist? The problem is that we are not really looking at the general problems as defined above, but that we are specifically asking for a set cover, dominating set, or independent set of size k = 10. And for fixed k all three problems are easily seen to be solvable in polynomial time. A straightforward algorithm just searches through all subsets .X of V of size 10 and tests, for each such X, if it is a cover for the family F or a dominating set or independent set of the graph G. If we let n be the size of V and m the size of F, such an algorithm would have a running time of O(n xo. m) for finding a set cover of size 10, O(n 11) for finding a dominating set of size 10, and O(n xo) for finding an independent set of size 10. But even though these are polynomial time algorithms, they cannot be considered practical if n is large. In particular, for our database theory panel n is the number of database theory authors, and we can assume that this number is sufficiently large. So the fZ(n z°) algoritlams are no threat to database theory. The real problem is that there is no obvious reason to believe that there are no better algorithms. The fact that the problems are NP-complete in general does not help us :~We'll explain the three problems and their relation to the three ways of forming a panel in the next section. All three problems are NP-eomplete, making it quite unlikely that there are algorithms solving them efficiently --at least not in their full generality. in our situation where k is a fixed small number. If we look at the NP-hardness proofs, we see that they require a k of the same order of magnitude as n. And indeed, at least for SET COVER there is an algorithm that does much better in our situation: This algorithm processes the elements of F (the author sets of database theory papers) one by one. It maintains a tree T whose edges are labelled by elements of V (authors). The height of this tree is at most k, the maximum size of the desired cover. Associated with each node t of T is a subset X(t) C V consisting of all elements of V that occur as the label of an edge on the path from the ro.ot of T to t. At each stage during the execution of the algorithm, some leaves of the tree are alive. The algorithm maintains the following invariant:
-For all leaves £ of T that are alive the set X (,e) is a cover of all elements of F that have been processed so far.
-For each cover X of the elements of F that have been processed so far there is a leaf £ of T such that X (~e) c x.
The algorithm is displayed in Figure 1 .
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0(~ ~+l. m).
In general, this running time is not better than the running time O(n ~ • m) of the naive algorithm described before, because s can be as large as n. However, in many situations of practical interest, s is much smaller. In particular, for our database theory panel s is the maximum number of authors of a database theory paper. It is safe to assume that this number is not larger than 10ft Then we have s _< 10 and k = 10. Since n and m, the number of database theory authors and papers, respectively, are quite large, a running time of 1011. m is much better than one of n 1° • m. In particular, it is linear in the by far most significant parameters n and m. Of course 1011 is still a very large constant. However, a simple heuristic optimisation will turn the algorithm into one that will work quite well in practice. Clearly, only very few database theory papers have 10 authors. Therefore, we have considerably overestimated the running time. Moreover, if we first sort the elements of the family F by size and then process them in this order, the chances are that our algorithm stops and rejects before it even has to look at the larger elements of F. In particular, it is quite likely that there are 11 singly authored database theory papers with different authors. In this case there cannot be a cover of size 10 and our algorithm will reject as soon as it has processed the first 11 singly authored papers by different authors.
So we have a reasonable algorithm for finding small set covers for (possibly very large) instances with a small set size s. What about dominating sets or independent sets? There is no obvious way to improve the naive ~(n k). algorithms. The assumption that the input graph is a collaboration graphs and the parameter s is small does not help ~lif you know a database theory paper with more than 10 authors, well, then just make the assumption now for the sake of the argument. at all, because it has no impact on the structure of the graph. However, a parameter that does help hem is the degree d of the the input graph. II Note that for our database theory panel application, d is the maximum of the number of co-authors of an author. This number can be quite large. ** So a DOMINATING SET algorithm doing well on input graphs of small degree is less relevant for us.
Anyway, an algorithm very similar to the SET COVER algorithm described above solves DOMINATING SET in time
We can use a different, but similarly simple, method to find small independent sets on graphs of small degree. Recall that the distance between two vertices of a graph is the length of the shortest path between these vertices. The diameter of a graph is the maximum of the distances between all pairs of vertices of the graph. Observe that every connected graph of diameter at least 2k -1 has an independent set of size k. Thus to solve INDEPENDENT SET on connected graphs, we can proceed as follows: We are given a graph G = (V, E) and a positive integer k. Let vo be an arbitrary vertex of G and Vo the set of all vertices of distance at most 2k -1 from v. Let Go be the induced subgraph of G with vertex set Vo. Then G has an independent set of size k if, and only if, Go has one. Thus it suffices to find an independent set of size k of Go. Let no = IVol be the number of vertices of Go. We can use the naive algorithm to
algorithm for INDEPENDENT SET on connected graphs. It can easily be extended to arbitrary graphs.
Fixed-parameter tractability and intractability
In the previous section we saw algorithms solving problems such as SET COVER or DOMINATING SET reasonably efficiently on possibly very large instances, provided that certain parameters of the input (k, s, d) are small.
We now give a formal framework for dealing with such parameterizedproblems. For simplicity, we only consider decision problems. N denotes the set of positive integers. Definition 2. A parameterizedproblem is a set P C l~* x N, where I3 is a finite alphabet.
If (x, k) E ~2" x 1N is an instance of a parameterized problem, we refer to x as the input and to k as the parameter. The following two parameterized problems are two different parameterizations of the SET COVER problem:
[nput: Parameter:
Problem:
A set V, a family F of subsets of V, and a positive integer k. k.
Decide if F has a cover of size k.
A set V, a family F of subsets of V, and a positive integer k.
k + s, where s = max{Ill I f e F}.
The standardparameterization of an optimisation problem such as SET COVER, DOMINATING SET, or INDEPEN-DENT SET takes the size of the solution as the parameter. For example, the first of the two parameterizations of SET COVER is the standard parameterization, and the standard parameterization of DOMINATING SET is as follows:
Input: Parameter:
A Graph G = (V, E) and a positive integer k. k.
Decide if G has a dominating set of size k.
liThe degree of a graph is the maximum of the number of neighbours of all vertices. **A famous example, although not from database theory, is Paul Erd6s with 507 co-authors.
Fixed-parameter tractability.
Definition 3. A parameterized problem P C_ E* x N is fixed-parameter tractable if there is a computable function f : N ---r N, a constant c E N, and an algorithm that, given a pair (x, k) E E* x N, decides if (x, k) E P in at most f(k) . Ixl e steps.
We denote the class of all fixed-parameter tractable problems by FPT. The idea behind fixed-parameter tractability is that if we choose a parameterization of a problem in such a way that the parameter can be expected to be small in some situation we are interested in, then the dependence of the running time of an algorithm on the parameter is much less important than the dependence on the size of the input. Of course fixed-parameter tractability is only a rough approximation of the intuitive notion we are after. Clearly, an 0(22~ ~ algorithm with a running time
• Ix[) cannot be considered "tractable" in any real sense, not even for k = 2. However, similarly to polynomial time computability, fixed-parameter tractability is a robust and simple notion that overall captures a certain intuitive notion of tractability to a reasonable extent. We shall come back to this later (after Theorem 14) .
We have seen in the previous section that the second pararneterizafion of SET COVER (by k + s) is fixed-parameter tractable. Similarly, we have seen that the parametedzations of DOMINATING SET and INDEPENDENT SET by k + d are fixed-parameter tractable. To show this, we used two simple algorithmic techniques that can be used to prove the fixed-parameter tractability of many other problems, too. For SET COVER and DOMINATING SET we used the fact that a set cover and dominating set can be found by exploring a bounded search tree whose size can be bounded solely in terms of the parameter. For INDEPENDENT SET we employed a method Downey and Fellows [6] call kernelisation:
The original input instance is transferred to an instance of size bounded in terms of the parameter. On this smaller instance, called a problem kernel, the problem is solved by brute force.
Of course no parameterized complexity theory is needed to find the simple algorithms described in the previous section. The main purpose of the theory is to give evidence that certain problems are not fixed parameter tractable (just as the main purpose of the theory of NP-completeness is to give evidence that certain problems are not polynomial time computable).
Parameterized reductions.
Definition 4. Let P C E* x N and P' C_ (E')* x N be parameterized problems.
An FPT-reduction from P to P' is an algorithm that computes for every instance (x, k) of P an instance (x ~, k') of P' in time f(k). Izl c such that k' < g(k) and of SET COVER. This reduction is not an FPT-reduction from the standard parameteriz~tion of INDEPENDENT SET to the standard parameterization of SET COVER, because IYl -k is not bounded in terms of k.
3.3. Parameterized intractability. Some combinatorial problems are provably not fixed-parameter tractable, and others, such as GRAPH COLOURABILITY parameterized by the number of colours, are not fixed-parameter tractable unless P = NP (because 3-COLOURABILITY is already NP-complete).
However, many interesting problems, such as the standard parameterizations of SET COVER, DOMINATING SET, and INDEPENDENT SET, do not seem to be fixed-parameter tractable, although there is no known way to prove this or ? reduce it to classical complexity theoretic questionssuch as P = NP. To classify such problems, Downey and Fellows (cf. [6] ) introduced a multitude of complexity classes above FPT. The most important of these are the classes of the so-called W-hierarchy
The classes of the W-hierarchy are defined in terms of a parameterized version of the satisfiability problem for certain classes of formulas of propositional logic. We give this definition in detail below. There is another parameterized complexity class called AW [,] that is important for us. It is defined, similarly as the classes of the W-hierarchy, in terms of a parameterization of the satisfiability problem for quantified propositional formulas. We omit the definition here and refer the reader to [6] or [16] . AW [,] contains all classes of the W-hierarchy. Intuitively, we may view the W-hierarchy as a ramification of a parameterized analogue of the classical complexity class NP and AW [,] as a parameterized analogue of the classical complexity class PSPACE. It is an immediate consequence of the definition of FPT-reductions that FPT C W [1] . Actually, it is conjectured that this inclusion is strict and that Wit] is strictly contained in W[t + 1] for every t > 1.
To see this, for every graph G we describe a propositional formula # :=/9(G) E F 1,1 such that G has an independent set of size k if, and only if,/9 has a satisfying assignment of weight k. It will be obvious from the construction that ~ can be computed from G in polynomial time.
So let G = (V, E) be a graph. For all v E V, let Xv be a propositional variable. Let
/9= A (v,w)EE
Then every satisfying assignment of/9 corresponds to an independent set of G. [4, 5] 
Theorem 8 (Downey and Fellows
The parameterized complexity of database query evaluation
In this last section, we shall study the parameterized complexity of database query evaluation. For simplicity, we restrict our attention to Boolean queries (that is, queries with 'yes'/'no'-answer). However, all results extend to general queries, although sometimes these extensions require considerable efforts (see [9, 11] for details). For a query language L and a class C of database instances, the query evaluation problem for L on C is the following problem:
Input: A (Boolean) query cp E L and a database instance Z E C. Problem: Evaluate cp in Z (i.e., decide if the answer is 'yes' or 'no').
For example, L may be SQL or the relational calculus and C the class of all relational databases. If we do not mention the class C of instances explicitly in the following, then C will always be the class of all relational databases. But we may also look beyond relational databases; for example, by letting L be XPATH and C the class of all XMLdocuments.
Traditionally, there are two important ways of measuring the complexity of query evaluation, combined complexity and data complexity (both going back to Vardi [24] ). Combined complexity measures the complexity of the query evaluation problem simply in terms of the input size, that is, the size of the query plus the size of the database. It turns out that the combined complexity tends to be very high even for simple query languages. For example, the combined complexity of conjunctive queries is NP-complete [2] and the combined complexity of the relational calculus is PSPACE-complete [22, 24] . However, this high complexity is mainly caused by large queries; the size of the database instances is far less significant.* This is quite contrary to the situation we find in practice: We usually have to evaluate small queries against large databases. Data complexity measures the complexity of the query evaluation problem solely in terms of the size of the database and ignores the query size. Formally, the data complexity of a query language L is in a complexity class K if for all queries ~ E L the problem of evaluating ~p in a given instance Z is in K. Naturally, data complexity tends to underestimate the "real" complexity of query evaluation. For example, a relational calculus query of size k can be evaluated in a database instance of size n in time O(n k). Thus the data complexity of the relational calculus is in PTIME. However, even if we argue that queries are small in practice and that therefore their size can be disregarded, a complexity of O(n ~) can hardly be considered tractable even for small values of k (such as k = 5).
The discussion in the previous paragraph should ring a bell: Parameterized complexity theory offers a refined method for analysing situations exactly like this. We have to evaluate a query that can usually be expected to be small in a (potentially large) database. Therefore, the following parameterization of the query evaluation problem is appropriate:
Input: Parameter:
A (Boolean) query ~p E L and a database instance I E C. Size of cp. Evaluate cp in Z.
Fixed-parameter tractability of the parameterized evaluation problem seems to be a more realistic notion of tractability than polynomial time data complexity, while at the same time it leaves a bit more flexibility than polynomial time combined complexity. The suggestion that parameterized complexity may be a suitable way of measuring the complexity of database query evaluation has first been made by Yannakakis [25] .
The following theorem offers a nice alternative view on the fixed-parameter tractability of query evaluation. Intuitively, it says that fixed-parameter tractability of the query evaluation problem means that queries can be evaluated in polynomial time after being optimised first. There are a few positive results if we restrict the class of input database instances. All restrictions that have been considered refer to the graph structure of the instances. The underlying graph ~ of a relational database instance Z is the graph whose vertices are all elements of the active domain of I , with an edge between two vertices if they both occur in the same row of some table of 5. [20] , Coureelle [3] , Frick and Grohe [12] , Flum and Grohe [10] For definitions of the graph properties mentioned in the theorem we refer the reader to [ 12] . Let us now look beyond the relational setting. It is well-known that XML-documents can be viewed as coloured trees (here colours represent XML-tags). Moreover, the core of the standard XML query languages is contained in monadic second order logic (see, for example, [18] ). This makes the following well-known theorem sound quite interesting in the context of XML-query evaluation.
Theorem 12 (Seese
Theorem 13 (Folklore). The query evaluation problem for monadic second-order logic on the class of coloured trees is fixed-parameter tractable.
To prove this theorem, we can apply Theorem 9: The query-optimisation algorithm O transforms the given monadic second-order logic query into an equivalent tree-automaton. Such an automaton exists and can be effectively constructed by an old theorem due to Thatcher and Wright [23] . Then the evaluation algorithm E checks in time linear in the size of the input tree whether the automaton accepts the tree. § Unfortunately, the algorithm described in the previous paragraph, while being linear in terms of the size of the input tree, is very inefficient in terms of the size of the input structure; it is actually non-elementary. Essentially, this means that is not bounded by the function th(X) = 22.
j~height h for any h > 1. Of course this does not rule out that there are other, better fixed-parameter tractable algorithms for evaluating monadic second-order queries on trees than the one using tree-automata. Unfortunately, this is not the case:
twe are assuming here that E has random access to the output O(~p) of O. So E does not necessarily read the whole O(~p). Such art assumption is necessary if we want the running time of E to be bounded solely in terms of the size of 27.
:~What we call underlying graph here is sometimes called the Gaifman graph or the primal graph of the instance. §There is a slight problem here in that XML-documents are unranked trees, whereas automata are usually considered on binary trees, but this can be handled easily by well-known techniques. Theorem 14 (Frick and Grohe [13] Similar lower bounds hold for the restricted evaluation problems for the relational calculus considered in Theorem 12. These lower bound results drastically show the limitations of a parameterized complexity analysis. Maybe admitting any computable function f as the parameter dependence in the definition of fixed-parameter tractability is too liberal after all, and some restriction, say, on singly exponential f, would be reasonable. Of course the negative results such as Theorem 10 and Theorem 11 would remain true for such a stricter notion of fixed-parameter tractability, but the positive results of Theorem 12 and Theorem 13 would not.
Let us close this paper with a truly positive fixed-parameter tractability result. Temporal logics such as LTL or CTL* are commonly used as specification languages in automated verification. They allow it to describe properties of paths in a structure (the state space of a system in verification). In this sense they are similar to languages such as XPATH which allow it to specify properties of paths in XML-documents. Indeed, Gottlob and Koch [14] have recently shown how the core of XPATH can be translated into a fragment of CTL*. The algorithms underlying the following theorem not only show that the evaluation problems for LTL and CTL" are fixed-parameter tractable, but they work efficiently in practice as well.
